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Powerful and Intuitive 
Aviation Maintenance 
Solution for CAMO/MRO 

SAM (Simplified Aviation Maintenance) enables highly opti-
mized, flexible and cost effective procedures for CAMO opera-
tors and Part-145 MRO providers on the global market. SAM 
makes it easy to manage your fleet, order resources, track in-
ventory, manage your workshop and much more.
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SAM for CAMO
Ensure smooth setup and control of your fleet, regardless of size, nature and 
complexity. Effecient change of operator status including all owner information, 
tasks, components, history, log and more from one operator to another.

SAM for MRO
Control and track all maintenance events to ensure all needed information is on 
hand before you start. When finished, a completed order will be sent to the finan-
cial module for invoicing, as well as transferred to your company ERP system.

SAM for Operators
Manage your fleet regardless of size or quantity. Workshop availability and AC 
repair schedules are synced, ensuring minimum downtime. Whether you perform 
all maintenance events in house or outsource to a third party, we got you covered! 

Don’t Just Take
Our Word for It

Karsten Palt
KaPAirCO
"The customer support team 
at ASA has been a joy to work 
with. They are always quick to 
help and their dedication to 
finding a solution is impres-
sive. Whatever the problem, 
they are always there to help."

When you get it, it's pretty 
easy to use. I have seen many 
other programs for maintain-
ing aircraft and airworthiness 
but SAM still offers the most 
best features and the best 

value for money.

"When we first switched 
to SAM Aviation Mainte-
nance Software, we were 
concerned with learning 
how to use it. Thankfully 
the software is easy to use 
and the implementation 
staff at ASA got us setup 

within a couple weeks."

Riad Rzayev
Euro-Asia-Air Likka Kurikka

Joen Service Oy



�
Maintenance Crew Log
SAM helps ensure your workforce remains certi-
fied by tracking their completed tasks and hours.

�
Simple to Use
SAM is built to resemble the Windows Office user 
interface, ensuring familiarity and accessibility.

�
You Are In Control
There is no need for expensive analysts who take 
weeks to answer your call. You are in charge. 

�
Rapid Implementation
SAM’s implementation timeline is measured in 
days and weeks, not months and years. 

�
Global Tasks
Tasks can be linked together so that when you 
update one task, everything is seamlessly amended.



Start Leading Your Growing 
Business Through Superior 
Planning  and  Forecasting

Seamlessly Integrated
CAMO/MRO Solution 

SAM can be used seperately for either CAMO or MRO. However, 
you can also combine the two aspects of the software into one 
seamlessly integrated solution, which is perfect for aircraft 
operators. For example, when scheduling your maintenance, 
you can reserve parts and components directly in the MRO 
inventory, to insure that these are available when the aircraft 
comes in for its scheduled maintenance. This minimizes aicraft 
downtime, reduces the amount of emergency delivery 
requirements and drastically increases efficiency. Combine this 
with a simple interface, that’s ready to be set up in 2 weeks, 
and you see why we have so many satisfied customers.

SAM assists you in hitting every deadline 
and making sure none of your aircraft 
are grounded for unexpected checks 
and services. This minimizes aircraft 
downtime, reduces the amount of 
     emergency delivery requirements
            and drastically increases efficien-    
            cy. It is no wonder that many of     
            our customers see a +20% ROI    
            after only 1 year.



ATP Aviation Hub 
Integration 
SAM is one of the first software 
solutions to offer a direct inter-
face with ATP Aviation Hub. Infor-
mation is transferred between 
ATP and SAM automatically.

International Flight 
Support Integration
SAM interfaces with IFS’s Elec-
tronic Flight Bag, eliminating 
the need to enter data twice 
and ensures up-to-date mainte-
nance of your all your aircraft.



ASA - Airline Software 
Applications ApS

Are you ready to make airworthiness 
and profitability converge?

�   sales@asasoftware.aero

�    +45 74 44 90 95

�    www. asasoftware.aero

�    Ellegårdvej 25C, 6400 
         Sønderborg, Denmark

 


